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I See Winter's Tyranny 

 

With Winter comes death. It becomes dark and cold, and all color is covered. Everyone hides. 

Fields once filled with critters are now vacant, fleeing from the evil that blankets the land. 

Over the horizon, the sun cannot destroy the screen that keeps it from saving us from 

Winter's Icy claws. Everything is still. No one moves. They're frozen. 

 

Soon, new life is breathed Into the land, and Spring comes forward. The hero stands tall and 

demands winter away. Spring commands the screen to leave and the Sun may shine once 

again. It  melts the cold blankets the frigid evil left as Spring pulls grass and other plants 

through the ground, waking them up for another many months. 

 

Spring and Summer pass duties, the latter taking charge and watching children play on the 

vast playground. Never will he let Winter ruin this. 

 

Autumn comes and asks for his tum. He makes a persuasive argument and takes the throne 

with no further questions. Autumn is a weak, frail, and sick being. With his sickness comes 

cold, making things chill a little. He is an artist, painting the leaves shades of gold, red, and 

orange; warm colors to make others forget the cold. 

 

Later, Winter comes back, overwhelmingly powerful this time. Being weak, Autumn 

succumbs to his demands, and is tossed away. And so, this is the Season Cycle. 

 

Power hungry tyrants, fighting for the right to control the weather. But, then again, is that not 

how our world works? The desire for riches, for power, for greed, rising to the highest plane, 

then getting knocked down by an even more ruthless being? The world is cruel. The world Is 

Winter. The world is cold. 

 

But have no fear! Spring shall come and save us once again, as he does every year! He will 

bring the sun, and Winter shall fall. Spring shall avenge. 


